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Towards a Conceptual Framework For Regulating Laobur and Supply Chains for Workers  
- Outcome of Transnational Laobur Intermediation Workshops – Fall 2021 
 
Common focus: workers’ livelihoods and workers’ empowerment in labour and supply 
chains  
 
How deep one goes into multilayered articulation of power depends upon research 
questions , methodology and focus, which often depend upon discipline. 
 
When do mechanisms/regulations to improve workers livelihoods successful and why? 
Can they be rescaled or transplanted?  
 
Key concerns: 
- Power relations (and power intensity) 
- Context 
- Macro/meso/micro levels to map chains/actors/where value is 

extracted/governance regimes  
- Inductive analysis grounded in empirical research  

 
To understand the context and power relations, mechanisms/linkages between the 
macro-meso-micro levels need to be unpacked. Note, macro, meso and micro is simply a 
flexible heuristic for examining how power operates at different scales. It can be used 
inductively.  
 
- Under what conditions and through what mediating mechanisms do the 

contextual factors affect and modify the interactions/power relations? 
 

- How do the mediating mechanisms influence the sustainability of the leverage 
points? 

o Types of Leverage: 
§ Worker agency and organizing 
§ Legislative controls on employers 
§ Immigration policy 
§ Media 
§ Specific contextual opportunities such as change in immigration 

situation, covid crisis 
§ Consumers and ngos 
§ Firms trying to drive out bad actors and legitimate themselves 
§ Litigation  

 
Power (source of power and ways to apprehend power) 
- Market power 
- Political power 
- Direct power 
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- Diffuse power 
- Symbolic power 
- Instrumental power 
- Agenda setting power  
- Intensity of power  
- Gramsci and Foucault 
- Field of struggle identifying leverage points  
- Power – recursive; not necessarily top down  

 
Lenses Through Which to Examine Power Relations  
 

1. Scale (National vs. Transnationalism)  
2. Policy (Immigration, Employment Policy, Trade, Tax, Social Policy)  
3. Racialization  
4. Gender and Sexuality  

 
The concept of context must be understood as the constraints/opportunities within which 
structures, institutions and actors operate.  See below for Coe and Yeong and the 
different contexts.  
 
- The context is thus the result of the strategies/schemes set forth by actors who 

are both constrained by the context and at the same time draw from it a capacity 
to transform their strategies/schemes 

- The power between actors is relational and cybernetic  
- The context can abruptly change because of an unexpected event that will require 

for the actors to adjust (they will do so more or less fluidly) (for eg., COVID, 
environmental issues, etc.) 

 
To identify the context in which actors intervene (constraints, opportunities, leverage 
points, power relations), the different levels (macro/meso/micro) must be unpacked.   
 
For each level, what shapes social relations need to be accounted for example, 
landownership; social reproduction with regards to specific sectors/professions (sector, 
domestic work, etc.); racial capitalism/colonial dependency; regional location – 
space/geography, etc. Levels are not stipulated in advance, but depend upon research 
questions and methods.  
 
Micro-level 
- Definition: individuals and individual-level interactions  
- Actors: workers, employers – local subcontractor, local recruiter, local unions, 

Philanthrocapitalists; courts, community groups (faith, etc.), investors, legal 
clinics, workers centers, etc. 

Meso-level 
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- Definition: social/political environment in which micro level actors navigate the 
political-administrative environment  

- Actors: MNCs/firms, family, community groups, local political elites, trade unions, 
labour market institutions recruiters, NGOs, auditing groups/labels, etc. 

Macro-level 
- Definition: the political-administrative environment, including national/regional 

(for eg., EU) systems, regulation, labour regimes and cultures 
- Actors: national and international regulators, including trade agreements, 

migration policy, labour laws, etc.  [Goes beyond the rule] 
 
Alternative way to conceptualize macro, meso and micro: 

First, the historico-structural dimension of exploitation and expropriation – political 
economy and history.  

Second is the level of the discursive- symbolic, which entails the (re-)production of 
stereotypical and essentialising bodies of knowledge about the workers.  

Third, attention also needs to be drawn to the level of practical and everyday 
interactions between local actors.  

The idea is not to give priority to any analytic level, but rather to investigate the relatons 
and connections between each, which will be recursive.  

The arrows refer to linkage mechanisms (which include power resoruces)  and the 
background fields are the multiscalar contexts (see Coe and Yeong below). 
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Articles and books  
 
Starting from the worker 

• Merk, J. (2009). Jumping scale and bridging space in the era of corporate social 
responsibility: Cross-border labour struggles in the global garment industry. Third 
World Quarterly, 30(3), 599-615. 

• Neilson, J. and Pritchard, B. (2009) Value Chain Struggles: Institutions and 
governance in the plantation districts of South India. Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell. doi: 
10.1002/9781444308723. 

• Lund-Thomsen, P. (2013) ‘Labor agency in the football manufacturing industry of 
Sialkot, Pakistan’, Geoforum, 44, pp. 71–81. doi: 10.1016/j.geoforum.2012.04.007. 

• Lund-Thomsen, P. and Coe, N. M. (2015) ‘Corporate social responsibility and labour 
agency: The case of Nike in Pakistan’, Journal of Economic Geography, 15(2), pp. 
275–296. doi: 10.1093/jeg/lbt041. 

• Carswell, G. and De Neve, G. (2013) ‘Labouring for global markets: Conceptualising 
labour agency in global production networks’, Geoforum, 44, pp. 62–70. doi: 
0.1016/j.geoforum.2012.06.008. 

• Kelly PF (2009) From global production networks to global reproduction networks: 
Households, migration, and regional development in Cavite, the Philippines. 
Regional Studies 43(3): 449–461. 

• Mezzadri, A. (2017). The Sweatshop Regime: Labouring Bodies, Exploitation, and 
Garments Made in India. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
By treating the garment chain as a multi-sited terrain worthy of close investigation, 
Mezzadri’s aim is to reconstruct “the nature of capital-labour relations” and “their 

meso 

micro 

macro
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implications for labour and labouring” (p.10). Her use of ethnographic methods 
permit her to delve into the nuances of labour exploitation, oppression, unfreedom 
and the depletion of garment sector workers. The scale analysis provided by the 
book is also able to shift our gaze from production to the labour process, nationally, 
regionally, and locally – and it is this multi-scalar analysis that gives a sense of the 
sheer enormity and complexity involved in one country’s apparel sector alone. 
 
Mezzadri’s composition of the sweatshop regime reveals how class, caste and 
gender remain central to the differentiation of the labouring poor, and capital’s 
ability to extract surplus using these markers strategically, not just accentuating 
existing differentiations but also further fragmenting populations. The 
institutionalized sweatshop regime that makes the boom in the Indian apparel 
sector possible relies on a pervasive inequality marking the garment industry, 
whether in factories, workshops or home production. 
 

Gender  
Stephanie Barrientos, Gender and Work in Global Value Chains 
Capturing the Gains? (Cambridge University Press, 2019) 

This book focuses on the changing gender patterns of work in a global retail 
environment associated with the rise of contemporary retail and global sourcing. 
 
Regulation  
Shelley Marshall, Living Wage: Regulatory Solutions to Informal and Precarious Work in 
Global Supply Chains ( Oxford University Press, 2019) 
This book is driven by a quest to re-regulate work to reduce informality and inequality, 
and promote a living wage for more people across the world. It presents the findings of 
a multidisciplinary study in four countries of varying wealth and development, exploring 
why people become trapped in precarious work. The accounts describe the impact of 
supply chain governance, trade agreements, internal and between-country migration, 
legal factors, as well as the socio-economic characteristics and outlooks of the workers.  
 
 
 
 
Moving Beyond the Firm to Look at Different Contexts 
Neil M Coe, Henry Wai-chung Yeung, Global production networks: mapping recent 
conceptual developments, Journal of Economic Geography, Volume 19, Issue 4, July 
2019, Pages 775–801, https://doi.org/10.1093/jeg/lbz018 
 
Five domains or ‘constituent outsides’ that relate to the global production network 
(GPN) 
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Starting from Global Value Chain  
Ponte, S. and Sturgeon, T. (2014). Explaining governance in global value chains: A modular  
theory building effort. Review of International Political Economy, 21(1), 195-223.  

• Modular theory building  
• Firm/intermediary centric analysis  
• Analysis of supply chain 

 
Dallas, M. P., Ponte, S., & Sturgeon, T. J. (2019). Power in Global Value Chains. Review of 
International Political Economy, 26(4), 666-694. 
https://doi.org/10.1080/09692290.2019.1608284  
 
Dallas et al. intersect two power transmission mechanisms (direct and diffuse) and two actor 
arenas (dyads and collectives) to produce a fourfold typology of power: bargaining power 
(dyadic and direct); demonstrative power (dyadic and diffuse); institutional power (collective 
and direct); and constitutive power (collective and indirect).  
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Figure 1: A typology of power in global value chains (GVCs) 
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Figure 2. Power in GVCs: actors, arenas, transmission mechanisms, & actor 
constellations  
 

 


